Pitch & Putt. Keep Score.
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HGC Pitch & Putt
GENERAL GUIDELINES
1. All distances are in yards, and all 9 holes in the Hamoni Golf Camp
(HGC) Pitch & Putt Circuit are Par 3.
2. Distances measured are to the centre of the green.
3. Two hole flags are fixed on each green; if players opt for a 18 hole
circuit, they can play to the other flag in their second round.
4. HGC is primarily a golf training facility, therefore, no caddies or helpers
shall be provided for playing the Pitch & Putt circuit.
5. Tee timings are on first come-first served basis at HGC, unless pre
-booked on the tee time sheet.
6. Players are advised to store their bags/ belongings safely in their
locked cars while playing on the Pitch & Putt circuit. HGC shall not be
liable for any player's loss, damage or theft of bags/ belongings.

LOCAL RULES
1. Out of Bounds is defined by:
a. The perimeter stone wall around the facility.
b. The driving range bays periphery when playing to Hole No. 4 and 9.
c. The high range ball nets.
2. Obstructions
a. Movable Obstruction (Rule 24-1)
Artificially movable objects such as bunker rakes, baskets etc.
b. Immovable Obstruction (Rule 24-2)
Power Poles, Wells, Tube-well, Tee Signs, On Ground Light Fixtures,
Signage, Shelters/ Sheds, Sprinkler Heads, Drain Grills etc.

3. Ground Under Repair (Play Prohibited)
All ground under repair is enclosed with white line or indicated by
signage.
4. Striking Light Poles
If a ball strikes a light pole, the stroke can be replayed without penalty.
Re-shot must be played from a spot as close to the original spot as
possible.
5. Wrong Hole In/ Hole Hit (while on the Putting Green)
The stroke can be replayed by placing the ball on the original spot or
within 1 feet of the original spot not closer to the hole being played.
6. Wrong Hole In/ Flagstick Hit (from Fairway or Tee Box)
a. If a ball goes into the wrong putting hole to which the player is not
playing to in that particular round, a player can take relief without
penalty by placing the ball within 1 feet of the wrong hole but not closer
to the intended hole.
b. The player can also opt to take a re-shot by dropping the ball as close
to a spot from where the original shot was hit.
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